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•    Total Tattoo has one of the best reputations 
     in the business - respected by tattooists and 
     tattoo fans alike.

•    Advertising in Total Tattoo is great value for 
     money. An advert can pay for itself many times 
     over with the extra business it brings in.

•    Most copies of Total Tattoo are read by more 
     than one person - passed around amongst 
     friends or in tattoo studios etc.

BOOST 
YOUR

BUSINESS
with Total Tattoo

Tens of thousands of people
read Total Tattoo worldwide.

Why not tell them about 
your product, service, 

studio or website.

Call Jill on 01787 242100 
or e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

Ask for our media card – you’ll be amazed at how

reasonable our rates are. We can discuss your 

requirements with you, and we will work out the

best price deal to suit you too.  We can even 

design and create your

advert for you, at

very little extra cost.

You’re holding a copy of Total Tattoo

in your hand so you know the quality

and passion that goes into it.  

The same quality and passion goes into

the service that we offer our

advertisers.

Please note that we are unable to accept adverts for tattoo supplies – machines, needles, inks, etc.  
However, we are happy to accept adverts for auxiliary products such as hygiene equipment 

and studio furniture. Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information or advice on this. 

Editor James Sandercock
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

Art Director Perry Rule
artwork@totaltattoo.co.uk

 Advertising Manager Jill Feldt
advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

Contributors

Contributors
Lars Krutak • Travellin’ Mick • Hot Rod Paul

All correspondence should be sent to

Total Tattoo Magazine 
PO Box 10038

Sudbury, Suffolk, C010 7WL, UK

DiscLAiMER

Adverts and articles appearing in Total Tattoo magazine carry no implied recommendation 
from the magazine or from KMT Publishing Ltd. We reserve the right to refuse an 

advertisement or article which we consider unsuitable. 
All details are correct at time of going to press.

Whilst we make every effort to ensure all advertisements, articles and credits are correct, 
Total Tattoo magazine and KMT Publishing Ltd will not be held responsible for errors or omissions.

Material appearing in Total Tattoo may not be reproduced for any purpose 
without the written permission of KMT Publishing Ltd. 

All letters sent to Total Tattoo magazine will be treated as unconditionally assigned for publication 
and copyright purposes and as such are subject to editing and editorial comment. 

                                                                                   
Total Tattoo magazine No. 106 August 2013

Published monthly by KMT Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved.
Printed in England on re-cycled paper by Buxton Press

Distributed by Warners Group Publications Plc

Competition Terms and Conditions

All winners will be picked at random (or on merit if applicable) after the closing date.
Entries received after the closing date will not be considered. The editor’s decision is final.

Only one entry per person please, and remember to include your name and address.
Winners of convention tickets will be responsible for their own transport and accommodation

unless stated otherwise. 
Total Tattoo is not responsible for items lost or damaged in 

transit – though of course we will try to help, if we can.

SUBMITTING PHOTOS
We love to see the tattoos you do and the tattoos you

wear.  The images must be high resolution (at least 300 dpi)

and sized at least 100mm by 150mm. You can send your

photos on a disc to

Gallery, Total Tattoo, PO Box 10038,

Sudbury, Suffolk, C010 7WL, UK
The disc must be labelled with the artist & studio name.

Or you can email your photos to

gallery@totaltattoo.co.uk
Don’t forget to include the artist & studio name in the email.

Please don’t send photos to any of our other email

addresses. Bear in mind that we receive hundreds of photos

each week and not all them will make it into the magazine. 

Advertising & general enquiries

01787 242100
Subscription enquiries

0800 917 8794
totaltattoo@warnersgroup.co.uk

To find your nearest stockist call

01778 391150
or e-mail your postcode to 

vickyb@warnersgroup.co.uk
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If you’ve read many of my editorials, you will

know that I’m no great wordsmith. I think

words are fun and should be treated that way

– so the iron fist of grammar and the

unyielding sword of punctuation often give

me a bloody nose as the proofreaders

struggle through my ramblings at the end of

another production month. But if there’s one

thing I like, it’s the satisfaction of finding the

right word for the job.

When you’re down the pub chatting away to

your mates, it doesn’t really matter if you use

a word incorrectly. From the inflection in

your voice, and the topic of conversation,

they will know exactly what you mean, and

nobody likes a pedant or a nit-picker. But it’s

not so easy to get away with it on the page. If

you write one thing but mean another, how

on earth is the reader supposed to know

what you’re on about?

To make matters worse, some words have

multiple meanings. Take are own dear Tattoo.

You could come across several definitions

while thumbing through the dictionary. The

noun tattoo can, for instance, refer to an

evening bugle signal recalling soldiers to their

quarters; or an entertainment consisting of

music and marching performed by military

personnel; or a rhythmic drumming.

Incidentally, this usage of the word is said to

have seventeenth century origins, from the

Dutch ‘taptoe!’ meaning literally ‘close the tap

(of the cask)!’ All very interesting. When I

look up tattoo as a verb, I find definitions

such as ‘marking a person or a part of the

body with an indelible design by inserting

pigment into punctures in the skin’. All these

meanings of tattoo are completely different,

but taken in context the sense would be

pretty obvious.

Of course you’ll find various different

definitions of the particular tattoo that

interests us, but all of them will share an

essential common factor: the word indelible.

By its very definition this thing we call tattoo

is permanent. If it’s not permanent, it’s not a

tattoo and shouldn’t be referred to as such.

The word is said to derive from the Samoan

tatau, which means ‘to mark’. Different

cultures over the centuries have had different

names for this indelible marking of the skin

and very different reasons for doing it, but

tattoo is the word that Western culture has

adopted to describe this permanent process.

The definition is written in stone. Or at least

it was before tattooing went boom…

We all know the old adage that Sex Sells. So

does tattooing, apparently. Increasing numbers

of products have been cosying up to tattooing

over the last few years and, diluted by misuse

and misappropriation, the word tattoo seems

to have lost some of its meaning. It’s become a

bit of a free for all. You want to market

something to a certain demographic? Then

shoehorn that magic word in there, and bob’s

your uncle, it’s too cool for school. Tattoo has

become a buzzword for the marketing

agencies. I guess it’s the ultimate acceptance

from mainstream society (or at least a

segment of it). A decade ago, they wouldn’t

have touched it with a bargepole.

Recently I read the headline ‘Electronic tattoo

links human body to connected devices’. Ooh,

sounds fascinating I thought. Must be the talk

of tattoo studios around the globe! But wait a

minute... actually it’s more of a sticker, not a

tattoo. Let’s not let the truth get in the way of

a good story though. Anyway it’s already got a

name: the Biostamp. But maybe this sounds a

bit too much like Big Brother is watching you?

So do we need to redefine what a tattoo is?

Do we need to accept that it is now a generic

term that can just as easily apply to something

that sticks on the skin, that is not indelible,

and that is certainly not created by ‘inserting

pigment into punctures in the skin’? No we

bloody well don’t!

Until Next Month

James

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine

Sylvia Plath

“Wear your heart

on your skin 

in this life

”
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Book Reviews.
eight Arms of inspiration: 
The octopus Art Project
By: Jinxi Caddel
Publisher: Memento Publishing 
Available from: www.gentlemanstattooflash.co.uk
Price: £50.00

Eight Arms of Inspiration is the culmination of another
of Jinxi Caddel’s epic projects. With over 1000
interpretations of the octopus theme by 440 artists,
this book is an extensive collection of work in a
diverse range of media – from paintings and sculpture
to graffiti and photography; from ceramics and
jewellery to poetry and cake art; and of course
tattoos. As with Animal Ink, which we reviewed a few
months ago, Eight Arms of Inspiration is a testimony
to all the skills and creativity that this artform can 
call upon. So don’t delay – get your tentacles on this
as soon as possible. (And I know that Jinxi has 
another project on the go for publication later this
year which I’m guessing will also show tattooing 
in the very best light!)
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Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in here. 
Send us your news items, books or products for review and items of general curiosity and intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.
News Flash, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL.
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TICKET GIVE AWAY
TATTOO ROYALE

Good Lord if it’s not another new show

for 2013! On 10th and 11th August at

Cheltenham Racecourse it’s the turn of

Tattoo Royale to woo us, and by the

look of the artists they have lined up,

that’s exactly what they intend to do!

It’s great to see a big show back in the

South West (where it’s all been a bit

quiet since the passing of Mantra which,

incidentally, was also held at the

racecourse) and it looks like the

organisers might have a few cracking

wheezes up their sleeve to boot. So if

you fancy a bit of the Royale, just drop

us a line and let us know, as those

simply splendid chaps who are throwing

this shindig have given us five pairs of

weekend passes to give to you. 

Just send us an email (to

comps@totaltattoo.co.uk) with ‘giddy

up’ as the subject line and let us know

why you deserve this jolly good freebie.

Don’t forget to include your name and

address too.  See terms and conditions

on page 5. Closing date 31st July. For

more info on what’s going at the show

visit www.tattooroyale.co.uk

FILM REVIEW

Erasing Hate 
A film by Bill Brummel

Visible tattoos have always been a topic that

can create a heated debate. We live in a

society that has seemingly set its own

conservative limitations regarding its visual

code of conduct. And of all the ways we might

choose to express our individuality, the facial

tattoo sits at the top of the tree when it

comes to making a statement. But what

happens if you don’t wish to make that

statement any more?

Bryon Widner is a man tormented by his

violent past and desperate to rejoin a society

that he once hated with a passion. A painfully

familiar story of abuse and neglect led Bryon

into the arms of the neo-Nazi white

supremacist skinhead movement in the

American Midwest and, in this film, his

deepening engagement with that movement is

described with chilling matter of factness. His

rage, and his capacity to turn that rage on

seemingly at will, proved to be a great asset to

him in this ultra-violent world, and he soon

found himself fully submerged. Over time he

covered his face with symbols that

represented his dedication to the skinhead

movement – symbols that served as a warning

to those who knew their meaning. His

commitment seemed beyond question. And

yet it was being questioned... by Bryon himself.

Erasing Hate is an intensely personal

documentary that charts Bryon’s and his

family’s extreme journey: how they struggle to

be free of the culture of hate and how the

very people they saw as ‘the enemy’ reach out

to help them. You find yourself right with him

as, over a two year period, he struggles

through the incredibly painful experience of

having his visible tattoos removed and begins

to piece together a new life. Now, with a

profound understanding of what it is to be

human, it’s plain to see that he is going to find

it even harder to rid himself of his demons of

regret than it was to remove his unwanted

tattoos.

This truly is a tale of living and learning in the

hardest of ways, but not only that: woven into

the story you can also see the shadow of

the prejudice that all tattooed folk can

face through misinformation and

ignorance. Though Bryon’s tattoos were

brutal and aggressive, his youngest

daughter was still scared by the idea of

them no longer being there... because

without them he would not look like

daddy. What she saw was very different to

what the adult world around her saw; she

viewed him without prejudice.

Erasing Hate is currently unavailable in the

UK, but as soon as we know how the

distribution is going to work we will let

you know. 
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WIN TICKETS
Norwich Body 
Art Festival

The annual Norwich Body Art

Festival will be OPEN for business

on the 17th and 18th of August.

After three successful years at its

former home in the majestic St

Andrews Hall, this year sees the

show relocating to a new purpose

built events centre slap bang in the

heart of Norwich city centre. 

OPEN boasts a large convention

hall, stage area, separate music

venue, cafe, bar and even a twelve

metre climbing wall! This well-lit air

controlled environment, which was

once the headquarters of Barclays

Bank, looks set to take this ever

popular show to the next level. The

kind organisers – Indigo tattoo in

conjunction with Outline magazine

– have given us a pair of tickets for

each day to give away. If you would

like to be in with a chance of

winning, simply email us and the first

out of the cyberspace hat wins!

Email comps@totaltattoo.co.uk

putting Norwich in the subject line,

and don’t forget to include your

name and address. Usual terms and

conditions apply (see page 5).

Closing date 31st July. For more

information about the event, visit

www.norwichbodyartfestival.co.uk 

BOOK REVIEW
Thai Magic Tattoos: The
Art and Influence of Sak
Yant
By: Isabel Azevedo Drouyer

Publisher: River Books 

Price: £19.95        

Tattooing in the west is primarily an

aesthetic tradition; we have tattoos

because we like the way they make us

look. We may choose to give meaning to

the images we have tattooed on us, but

chances are we wouldn’t have these

tattoos if they were not pleasing to the

eye. Other cultures place a different kind

of importance on putting pigment into the

skin. Although many of these tattoo

traditions are disappearing from the face

of the planet, there is one that remains

strong: Sak Yant.

Thai Magic Tattoos explores the history of this ancient yet thriving form of tattooing and,

perhaps even more interestingly, delves into the reasons for its ongoing relevance,

investigating why and how the wearers of these sacred tattoos believe their ink has such

power. Filled with some wonderful photography and fascinating interviews, this book is an

in-depth journey into an age-old practise that seems to have transcended cultural change

like no other. If looking beyond western tattoo and philosophy is your thing, then Thai

Magic Tattoos will be a rewarding experience.
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LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide
range of tattoo snippets for you to enjoy. If you know of a good
Linky that you think our readers would like, drop us a line to
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as your subject.

Tattoo Timelapse with Ryan Hadley 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQqgzFdTNTA

George Mavridis, Tattooligans interview

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-mjRgy1gs4

Trash Polka Tattoo 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWauPGfbzW8

Do you feel special because of your tattoo?

https://vimeo.com/67003304

The customer is always right

https://vimeo.com/66989653

SHOP TALK
Opened a new studio? Got a guest artist? Do you have
a job vacancy? This is the place to spread the word! 
E-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting ‘Shop Talk’ as
the subject. Please note we do not print ‘Jobs wanted’
adverts. Items may be edited for clarity and length.

Tattooist Required: Seven Star Tattooing in Bexleyheath, 
Kent, is looking for a part-time tattooist to join our friendly team. You
must have a strong portfolio and be capable of all aspects of
tattooing, especially black and grey. You must also be hardworking and
trustworthy, with references.  To apply please email:
7startattooing@googlemail.com

Tattoo artist Dika O'Real (formerly of Rebel Ink/Giahi) has
returned to the UK and opened his own studio. Based in Carlisle city
centre, Studio 58 is a small boutique studio offering custom
tattooing, piercing, laser lightening and fine body jewellery.
facebook.com/ink58 or tel 01228 319503

O’Happy Dagger Tattoo is a new custom studio opening 
1st August in Amersham, Buckinghamshire. It’s a partnership between
Hayley Hayes (www.hayleyhayes.com) and traditional 
artist Paul Tipping (www.tippingtattoo.co.uk). Situated a 5 minute
walk from Amersham tube station, on the Metropolitan Line out of
London. O’ Happy Dagger, Unit 17, Chiltern Business Centre, 
63-65 Woodside Road, Amersham, Buckinghamshire, HP6 6AA
www.ohappydagger.co.uk

Tattooist Wanted: Fools Gold Tattoo are looking for a black and
grey tattooist. Must have a minimum of 4 years experience and no
drink, drug or attitude problems. Must have a solid portfolio. 
Please contact Colin on phone: 01892 522275 email: foolsgold-
tattoo@hotmail.com

Hook and Eye in Witney, Oxfordshire, are looking for an
enthusiastic professional tattoo artist to join our team on a full time
basis. We are looking for someone with at least three years studio
experience and a strong, varied portfolio preferably with examples of
black and grey work and portraiture. Absolutely no drink/drug issues
and NO arrogance required. Please send any enquiries or
applications to pristinechaos@me.com

Tattoo artist wanted for busy Essex studio! Must be friendly
and professional, competent in all styles of tattooing and good with
customers. We are an exciting rapidly expanding business in
Colchester, Essex. The position is for full or part time. Please apply
with a bio and a portfolio to monumentalink@hotmail.co.uk

Fantastic opportunity for a tattoo artist to join us for the
relaunch of our shop based in the Midlands. We are looking for an
experienced artist with a strong portfolio who is confident with
custom and free hand work. If you would like to apply please send
your portfolio to g.i.jane.tattoos@live.co.uk and I'll be happy to give
you further information.

Leu family prints

now available

Just a short follow-up to last month’s
review of the book The Art of the
Leu Family.We have just found out that
prints are now available. If you’re
interested, head to seedpress.ie/prints/
and take a look. Priced at 20 Euros each
(shipping included) it shouldn’t break the
bank either.



UK
CONVENTIONS
July 13-14 

Custom Carnage
Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire

www.customcarnageuk.com

July 20-21 

Cardiff Tattoo & Toy
Convention
Mercure Cardiff Holland House Hotel &

Spa, 24-26 Newport Rd, Cardiff, CF24

info: 07804 100470

info@cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk

www.cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk

July 20-21 

Milton Keynes Tattoo
Convention
Kentshill Park Training and 

Conference Centre

Swallow House, Timbold Drive, Kents Hill

Milton Keynes MK7 6BZ

info: 01908 358055

info@mktattooconvention.co.uk

www.mktattooconvention.co.uk

July 27-28

International Portsmouth
Tattoo Convention
The Portsmouth Guildhall, Portsmouth,

Hampshire

www.portsmouthtattooconvention.com

August 2-4

Maiden City Tattoo
Convention
Millennium Forum Conference Centre

New Market Street, Derry City, 

Northern Ireland

info: Zac, 02871 363076

maidencityink@aol.com

August 10-11

Tattoo Royale
Cheltenham Racecourse,

Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL50 4SH

info: 01242 830865

www.tattooroyale.co.uk

enquiries@tattooroyale.co.uk

August 17-18

The Dundee Tattoo
Convention
University of Abertay Union, 1-3 Bell St,

Dundee

www.dundeetattooconvention.co.uk

August 17-18

Norwich Body Art Festival
OPEN, 20 Bank Plain, Norwich, Norfolk

NR2 4SF

www.norwichbodyartfestival.co.uk 

August 25

Female Tattoo Show
Leamington Assembly

Spencer Street, Royal Leamington Spa,

Warwickshire CV31 3NF

www.femaletattooshow.co.uk

August 31 - September 1

Kustom Kulture Blastoff &
Tattoos
Springfields Events Centre

Camel Gate, Spalding PE12 6ET

www.kustomkultureblastoff.com

September 1

Teesside Charity Tattoo
Convention
Thornaby Aerodrome Club

Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 6PA

www.facebook.com/TeessideCharityTattoo

Convention2013

September 27-29

London Tattoo Convention
Tobacco Dock, Porters Walk, 

London, E1W 2SF

www.thelondontattooconvention.com

November 2-3

Halloween Tattoo Bash
The Coal Exchange

Mount Stuart Square, Cardiff 

www.halloweentattoobash.co.uk

November 16 - 17

East Coast Tattoo Expo
Highfield Holiday Park, London Road,

Clacton-On-Sea, Essex, CO16 9QY

www.eastcoastexpo.co.uk

2014
Feb 15-16

Brighton Tattoo Convention
The Hilton Metropole Hotel, Brighton, East

Sussex

www.brightontattoo.com

OVERSEAS
CONVENTIONS
July 19-21

1st Kerry International
Tattoo Convention
The Gleneagle Hotel, Muckross Rd
Killarney, Co. Kerry, Ireland

August 2-4

23rd Berlin Tattoo
Convention
Station-Berlin, Luckenwalder Straße 4-6
10963 Berlin, Germany
www.tattoo-convention.de

August 30-September 1

Lake Tahoe Tattoo
Convention
Montbleu Casino, Resort Convention
Centre, 55 U.S. 50, Stateline, NV 89449, USA
www.laketahoetattooconvention.com
www.tahoetattoo.com

September 21-22

Galway Tattoo Show
Radisson Hotel, Galway, Ireland
email: galwaytattooshow@gmail.com
www.galwaytattooshow.com

September 27-29

Surf ‘n’ Ink Tattoo Festival
RNA Showground’s Royal International
Convention Centre, 600 Gregory Terrace 
Bowen Hills, Brisbane, Australia
www.tattoosurfnink.com

October 5-6

13. Int. Tattoo Convention
St. Gallen, 
Fürstenlandsaal, 9200 Gossau
Switzerland
www.tattoo-convention-sg.ch

November 3

Tattoo Sunday
Studio Hall, Boogschutterslaan 41
Sint Kruis, Brugge, Belgium
www.facebook.com/tattoosundaybrugge

November 8-10

Florence Tattoo Convention
Fortezza Da Basso, Firenze, Italy
www.florencetattooconvention.com
Tel: (+39) 328 8250275
info@florencetattooconvention.com

Tattoo convention listings on this page are free. Send your details to Convention

Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL, UK  

or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk   All details correct at time of going to press. E&OE.

To find out about our special offers for display adverts, email

advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk
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Interview James Sandercock

Images Dave Fox
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S
itting down and chatting with Dave Fox is

something I’ve been wanting to do for a

while now. His crazy world has always

attracted me, and I have long been an admirer

of his unique, humorous and dynamic style of

drawing. It finally happened during this year’s

Scottish Convention. We met in a quirky little

café in Edinburgh’s Old Town. Our conversation

was funny, thought-provoking and well worth

the price of a cup of coffee and a bowl of rather

tasty soup…

Unlike many tattooists, Dave didn’t grow up

with a pencil in his hand. “I actually didn’t draw

very much at all before tattooing”, he tells me.

“I was a freestyle BMXer when I was a kid. I

was into all sorts of other things. I only really

got into drawing because I wanted to tattoo.

Seeing the work of people like Marcus

Pacheco, and that whole period of artistic

tattooing, I realised that tattoos weren’t just

fineline wizards and unicorns (which is funny

because now, years later, I’d love to do more

wizards…) So I took a painting and drawing

course at college. My work was fairly abstract

at that point, then it sort of morphed into a

weird new school thing.”

Dave has had his influences over the years –

spending time with Marcus Pacheco in San

Francisco, and working with the guys at Body

Garden in Philadelphia (his first shop) –

but he describes his style, especially in the

early days, as “all over the place”. He

explains, “I kind of liked it all, and I kind of

hated it all. There were things I hated

about traditional tattoos, and there were

things I loved about them. It was the same

with realism and new school. So I took all

the elements I liked, and I tried them out

together. My biggest strength – but also

my biggest weakness – was that I had this

rule in my head that said if I was using

reference material to draw something I

was cheating. For some reason I felt that if

I was creating an original artwork I should

not be copying anything. Years later I

realised that’s just what people do. But it’s

why all my stuff looks like it does. It’s been

through this weird filter.”
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At the time, this worked really well for Dave. It

still does. He feels things have changed though.

“Back then, there weren’t hundreds and thousands

of great tattooers around. My stuff really stood

out, so after a few years I started to build a good

client base. I was able to travel, which was one of

the main reasons I got into tattooing in the first

place. I had these travel fantasies and tattooing

helped me get out there.” 

I wondered at what point Dave felt like he had

broken through. “At the start I had two goals.

First, I wanted to get an article in International

Tattoo Art. They were featuring all my favourite

tattooers – Chris Conn, Guy Atchison, Scott

Sylvia, and all the main dudes back then – so I was,

like, if I get an article in ITA I’ve made it. I also

wanted to tattoo someone from Japan, because

they invented good tattooing! The article in ITA

came fairly early on, but it took a few more years

before that other box got ticked.”

It’s now been eighteen years machine-in-hand for

Dave, and he’s achieved many of the things he set

out to do: travelling, publishing books, tattooing

Japanese people... So what does he aspire to

nowadays? “Now it’s tough, because there so

many great artists out there. I got to a point after

about eleven years of tattooing when I thought,

‘Wait a second. I’ve been hyper-focused on this 

for as long as I can remember. I want to do some

other things with my life’. So I got back into

playing guitar and really just living a bit. But I fell

out of the mix and stopped paying attention and

suddenly I realised, ‘Hey, what’s going on? Oh my

god. Everybody’s awesome!’ So I’m now almost in

this panic, which I’m trying to turn into some kind

of productivity.”
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This has brought about a strange contradiction for

Dave. “I’m actually working more from reference.

But I’ve reached the point where, if I do use it for

a tattoo, I trust that it will look like my own work.

I could sit there with a picture of a tiger next to

me, draw that tiger on someone’s arm, and know

it’s not going to look anything like the picture. It

will always be my version. I think you need a good

grasp of reality – you need to know what things

really look like – but you also need enough

creativity to filter that and make it your own. I

guess I just trust myself enough now to practise

realism without my stuff starting to look real,

which was always my fear.” Once again it would

seem to be a case of discarding the elements of

tattooing that Dave dislikes and throwing the rest

into the creative blender.

So is it time for another breakthrough? “I would

love that, but I would need to have the motivation.

In the past I’ve had these really intense bursts of

focus and energy. When I did the book in 2005, I

completed it in nine months – but that was all I

did with my time. If I was out with friends, I would

sit there tapping my foot, wanting to be at home

painting. I really don’t want to be that person

anymore. I want to live! So I’m trying to achieve a

balance within myself. I want to have a goal, and

keep my eye on the target, but at the same time

try to be more patient.”

Colour is one of the things that really stands out

in Dave’s work. Whether it’s painting or tattooing,

it’s likely to be in your face. “Starting out, I was

really psyched about the bright colour thing. It

was a big part of what the artists I admired were

doing. Their work did not look like the colour

tattoos I had seen when I was child. They looked

like paintings. It’s the bright colours that have

always attracted me, but there are times when I

look at my stuff and think, ‘What am I doing? I

need to calm down a little bit!’ I experimented

back in the beginning with earth tones, but in my

brain I always felt that a tattoo’s colours were

going to get duller ten years down the line, so why

start them out dull? It’s another one of those

weird rules I set for myself in my head.”
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A recurring theme of our conversation is the large number of new artists constantly pouring into

tattooing. Dave has a very personal take on this. “I find it depressing, and a little discouraging, to

see so many people who are so awesome... which I know sounds strange.” When I asked Dave to

explain what he means, he uses this analogy: “Back in the day, if you heard a song on the radio

you liked, then you heard it ten times, thirty times, a hundred more times... you got sick of it. Well

that’s how I feel. All these tattoos are being shoved in your face via the internet, tv, etc... but how

many great tattoos can you look at and still be excited? I like things that stand out – I always have

– but I don’t get excited about things that are all played out, no matter how good they are.”

Dave’s other great passion is music and his band Samara – it’s a Thrash/Death/Heavy Metal thing

– gives him another vital creative outlet. “I was playing the guitar a bit before starting to tattoo. I

was writing and recording my own songs, and I was in a couple of punk rock bands. But I put it

aside. Now that I’ve come back to it, I think it’s an escape from tattooing. Playing music with



other people is a blast, and when you’re playing live it’s a

whole different energy that I can’t get from tattooing. To me,

music is the more powerful medium. When I was younger I

didn’t pay much attention to art, but I have always listened to

music. It’s always been there. There is something really

emotional about music that I don’t always get out of visual

art. I’ve also learned through tattooing to keep music as a

hobby. I don’t want to take it to a level where I begin to feel I

have to do it because I’m making money from it. I’ve noticed

that when all the bills are paid, tattooing gets easier and

becomes more fun...”

So is Dave Fox content? “I’m getting there. I’ve had my ups

and downs, but that’s what’s pushing me towards change,

which is good. If I’m going to move forward, I have to be

involved in some sort of creative practise outside of work –

without the pressure of expectation, and with a clear mind,

just being in the present moment.” 

As we finish up, I ask Dave if he wants to add anything. “Buy

my record, even if you don’t like it, just to make me think you

do… Oh, I don’t know. I guess I almost want to ask something

of people – and really it’s impossible I know – but it would be

so good to see more originality... although I don’t know how

you get that now, when all you see is everything.” 

www.davefoxtattoos.com
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liverpooltattoo convention

T
he Liverpool Convention is now six years old. Heading

up there this year felt like going to visit a familiar friend.

Before the first show, back in 2007, I hadn’t visited

Liverpool for a very long time and the journey was full of

unfamiliar twists and more than a few wrong turns. Now I’m

on autopilot as I head into the heart of this vibrant city.

Few places in the UK have made such an impact on modern culture as Liverpool, and the Adelphi

Hotel, home to the convention for the last three years, has played its part in that story. This

once-opulent building was considered to be the most luxurious hotel outside London when it

first opened, and more than a few famous names have spent the night, including Frank Sinatra,

Franklin D. Roosevelt and – most importantly! – Laurel and Hardy. Perhaps it is a little past its

prime these days, but it still retains its charm and you will have a great deal of trouble finding a

more unique venue on the UK tattoo convention calendar.

In past years Liverpool has been a show with a

great spirit of adventure, always welcoming

with open arms any new trends in convention

culture and introducing a few innovations of

its own as well. A number of these have stuck

like glue and grown in popularity, none more

so than the Tattoo Duel – of which there were

six this year. Some great artists were involved,

and there were interesting themes for them

to get their heads around (‘Biosphere’ and

‘Liquid Obsession’ for example). The Miss

Tattoo contest was also back again for 2013,

sharing the stage with bands and burlesque.

New to the convention this year were the

Lifestyle Workshops, which were open to

everyone. I have to confess I wasn’t sure what

a ‘Lifestyle Workshop’ was; I thought perhaps

it might involve chanting positive affirmations

or walking across hot coals, but apparently

not. You could do a spot of pole dancing or try

your hand at sewing (though not at the same

time), and even get some top tips on the

modelling industry. My personal favourite was

the art workshop for kids, which really helped

me channel my creativity. Last year’s Star

Boards exhibition had metamorphosed this

year into Hero Boards and once again it drew

1. 2. 3.

1. amy by david tevenal, 

memento tattoo (usa)

2. ryan by phatt german, no regrets

3. francis by danny rossiter, rain city

4. mark bailey gunges paul humphreys

5. teresa by jeff ensminger (usa)

6. georgia by emma kierzek, 

aurora tattoo

7. teresa sharpe, studio 13 (usa)

8. hero boards

9. tanane whitfield

10. new this year: lifestyle workshops 

Words by James • Photos by James and Perry
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the crowds. A lot of good work was done in

the name of charity and according to my last

update £2912.50 had been raised for Mind.

Hurrah!

OK. So we have established there were lots of

other things to do at the show this year, but

what of the main event? Well that’s simple

really. Liverpool never lets you down. Every

year it gets better. It’s always attracted the

best tattoo artists in the UK and this year

there was a significantly increased

international contingent too.  Capex, Dane

Mancini and Stefano Moretti had come over

from Italy, but the most obvious thing was

“The Americans are coming!” – and there

were a lot of them. I could give you a very

long list to illustrate my point, but I won’t. I’ll

do a short one instead: Tye Harris, Russ

Abbott, Teresa Sharpe, Kelly Doty, Tanane

Whitfield, Kyle Cotterman, David Tevenal,

Chris 51, LT Woods, Justin Wilson... I could go

on of course. They were a huge asset to the

show, and added an extra something to what

was already a stellar line up.

4.

6. 7. 8.

9. 10.

5.
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So that kind of begs the question: At what

point does the Liverpool Tattoo Convention

become the Liverpool InternationalTattoo

Convention and how much bigger could this

show get?

As you might imagine, there were more than a

few fantastic tattoos done during the

weekend. Come competition time, the lines

were long and the poor judges had their work

cut out. The variation of styles within each

category, all executed to such a high standard,

was quite frankly mind-boggling and at times it

must have been like comparing chalk and

cheese. I can’t help wondering whether

competitions still have a place in the modern

convention, when tattooing is becoming so

diverse. But if you want your work judged,

then I guess there needs to be an arena for

that to take place.

So, to summarise: Great show, great artists,

great venue, great city, and a great time was

had by all. You can make up your own minds as

to whether it’s worth a punt next year but,

with so much to do in Liverpool on top of this

high quality convention, it’s a pretty heady

recipe for a weekend packed full of goodness.

11.

12.

13.

14.

11 & 12. amy by jo harrison, 

modern body art

13. helen by colin jones, stained class

14. remek by paul humphreys, 

evolution tattoo

15. debbie by jason bird, silver street

16. teresa by nick baxter (usa)

17. alistair by simon cooke, 

the ink spot

18. jim by jane mosley, golden dragon

19. marco by otto, kings cross tattoo 

20. ben by drew, 

the old tattoo emporium

21. john by chris jones, 

physical graffiti
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15. 16.

17. 18.

19. 20. 21.
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22. 23. 24.

25.

26. 27.

22. russ abbott (usa)

23. matt ‘oddboy’ barratt-jones

24. alex by thomas pollard, 

skynyard tattoo

25. matt lapping

26. chris by andy walker, 

creative vandals

27. jarath by ash davies, physical graffiti

28. angelo by justin wilson (usa)

29. stewart by shaun bailey, 

sacred electric

30. laura by lianne moule, immortal ink

31. paul by jen maw, 

nemesis tattoo studio

32. helen by tom sugar, alan’s tattoos



28.

30.

31.

32.

29.
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33.

35. 36. 37.

34.

33. paul by chantale coady, electric vintage

34. crofty by matt 'oddboy’ barratt-jones, real art

35. george by russ abbott, ink & dagger tattoo (usa)

36. sara by aimee cornwell, swansea tattoo company

37. grahem by mark, 13 ink
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So, Katy, how would you describe yourself?

I’m a 28 year old straight-edge vegetarian tattooed lady from The Netherlands. I’ve been

working full-time as a bodypiercer/shopgirl in a tattoo shop for ten years now, and on my

days off I love to do photoshoots. Also I like to go to the movies, hang out with friends,

search for kitsch objects at fleamarkets and travel.

What does being a heavily tattooed

woman mean to you?

Oh – that’s a difficult question to answer. I’m

just really happy I can be myself. I’m glad I’ve

got the kind of job where I don’t have to

hide my tattoos or hide who I am.  Maybe

it’s now more ‘acceptable’ to have tattoos,

and there’s less prejudice because everyone

is more used to seeing people with tattoos,

but with jobs I think it can still be kinda

difficult.

Have you had to deal with any

negativity?

I’ve never really experienced a negative

situation, but of course there are always

those rude people who think I want to

know their opinion of me! And of course

there’s the negative looks and the things you

hear whispered by people around you, or

the security guy who follows you around in

stores... But the positive reactions far

outweigh this for me, especially the ones

you least expect – like the grandma who

tells me how beautiful she thinks my tattoos

are, and that if she were young she would

do the same...

At what point did you realise that

you wanted to be tattooed? And

how have your tattoos shaped your

life?

I always knew I wanted tattoos. I got my first

when I was 18, but at that point I didn’t

know I would get heavily tattooed. After I’d

got a few though, I knew I wanted to get

more and more and I started to get bigger

pieces. I just love how I can carry so many

memories with me, good or bad. My tattoos

also represent the things I stand for in life –

or they’re just pretty pieces. With my

tattoos I can express myself, and I love to

collect new pieces of art from great  artists.

There are simply too many good tattooists,

all over the world, and not enough skin! So

I’m trying to take it easy now for a bit, and

save some space on my legs for collecting

more pieces from conventions, or when I

travel.

How do you choose your artists?

These days it’s so much easier to find artists

you like, or who fit your style, through

facebook and instagram. When I’ve found

someone who I’d like a piece from, I try to get

an appointment with them at a convention, or

plan it into my travels. I have tattoos from lots

of different artists now – Andreas, Imme and

Ralf from The Sinner and The Saint, Claudia de

Sabe, Marija Ripley, Seth Wood, Paul Dobleman

and many more.

Tell us a bit about your journey into

modelling.

It’s kinda crazy. I’m so amazed at what the

internet can do these days... It started a few

years ago when I put some pictures online

after helping a friend with a school project –

and the requests from photographers

followed. As time went by, I became more

comfortable in front of the camera and the

quality of my work grew. I’ve worked with

some amazing photographers, done some

great projects and met so many people. I feel

www.facebook.com/katyxgold

Photographer: www.vanessa-marie.de
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so lucky. Because I work full-time in the tattoo

shop, I plan most of my shoots for the

weekends. My life is super busy. It’s always so

much fun and I love to do the shoots, but

sometimes it’s also really nice to have a day off

and do nothing. After all, the modelling is more

of a hobby than a job so I don’t want to lose

the fun of it. I recently worked on some

awesome projects – for example a campaign

for the animal rights charity PETA, and for Paul

Mitchell – and I’m ready for more!

What’s next on your agenda?

I have various shoots planned, and hopefully

some more projects will follow. I am going to

plan some trips, and I will definitely be going

to London again for the convention. But I

never plan far ahead; I will see what the future

will bring for me!

What are your passions in life?

My tattoos are obviously one of my biggest

passions, because I can express so much of

myself through them. Also I love my cat. He’s

so sweet and he brings me so much joy every

day. I just love animals!  I’m definitely a crazy

cat lady – but I am also realistic, and I don’t

want too many more pets because I’m

away from home so much. But animals are

my friends. That’s why I am vegetarian. I

don’t eat my friends!

And one final question: What

makes you mad and what makes

you happy?

A lot needs to happen to get me really

mad. I don’t like people who tell lies;

honesty is really important to me. My

freedom makes me happy. And I’m happy

with the place I’ve reached in life. I have

great friends, a good job and a nice house

– and I get amazing opportunities with my

modelling to go to nice places and meet

new people.
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Text and Photographs by Lars Krutak

L
ess than fifty years ago, the Naga

of remote northeast India and

neighbouring Myanmar hunted for

human heads in the mountainous terrain of

their ancestral homelands. On my travels in

this region I’ve met many inveterate

warriors who can vividly remember those

stressful and dangerous times like they were

yesterday. Finding these men is not easy, but

once located they stand out from the crowd

because of the incredibly bold tattoos they

wear across their bodies: symbols that bond

them to the tigers who are their powerful

sprit companions, or special markings

earned through their tiger-like combat

skills, with designs inspired by the stripes on

a tiger’s back or the patterns on its

1.
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Tigers as spirit companions

There are over twenty Naga tribes in India and

more than half of them are tattooed. Naga

tattooing is a visual language and if you know

how to read this book of body art then you can

begin to decipher the life history of the person

before you. Sadly, however, tattooing is the

most endangered of the Naga’s cultural

practises. Today, traces of the indelible art can

only be found on elders (many of whom are

between eighty and one hundred years of age)

and on very old forms of sculpture that adorn

men’s houses. Missionisation, the cessation of

tribal warfare and headhunting, the adoption of

European dress and less permanent forms of

body decoration all contributed to the decline

of this once important custom that was

intimately connected to rites of passage, social

status, mythology, spirituality, religion, and

therianthropy.

Meeting the Chen chiefs

The Chen region is extremely difficult to reach

because road conditions are simply terrible! In

the rainy season, the road is impassable and

rock falls and landslides block traffic several

times a year for months at a time. There are

eight Chen villages in India and over one

hundred in Myanmar, and men are the primary

gatekeepers and bearers of tattooing tradition

here. Apart from tiger/leopard-man tattoos,

Chen warriors who have killed more than two

enemies are allowed to wear bold geometric

designs that cover their upper chests and neck.

The four elder men I met that were marked in

this way (each also had dark goggle-like

tattoos around their eyes indicating that they

had participated in combat) were certainly

considered to be great village heroes, but none

of them had companion animals like other

Chen men I would soon meet. 

Before heading to Chen territory I had read

about one famous Chen chief, Angh Tolei of

Chen Wetnyu village, who owned distinctive

back tattoos that were associated with his

animal familiar – a tiger. As we drove up the

mountain to his home village, we asked

several people if he was still alive but I was

2.

5.

4.

What is therianthropy I hear you ask? It is a

concept whereby humans are believed to be

able to transform themselves into other

animals; powerful animals that serve as

spiritual protectors and guides. In the Naga

universe these beliefs are still strong and I

have met several men, usually old chiefs

(anghs) or great warriors, who have tigers and

leopards as their “companions”. When these

men sleep, their soul travels out of their bodies

and into that of their animal familiar. They can

see through the eyes of their tiger or leopard

friend, hear and smell what their animal

companions encounter on the trail, and in the

headhunting era warriors could employ the

help of their protector to track the movements

of their enemies. Men who possessed these

spiritual assistants would become tiger-like or

leopard-like in their actions and rarely were

they defeated in battle. 

3.

But there were risks associated with having an

animal counterpart. If a soul-animal was

wounded or killed, then the human linked with

it would experience a similar fate. Also, if your

animal companion had a very powerful spirit

and you could not control it, then it was very

likely that you would become insane. 

Men who have these powerful spirit

companions are oftentimes tattooed with

symbols of their animal friends to permanently

bond themselves to each other. These types of

tattoos are extremely rare today and the only

place to find them is in one of the most remote

and wild corners of India, the Patkoi Range

which borders Myanmar – the homeland of the

Chen Naga. 
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saddened to learn that he had apparently died

just months before. Our guide, sensing my

despair, then told us that there was another

man marked in this way: a chief from his

home village of Chen Loisho just up the road.

Energized by this news, we sped up the

winding and twisting road in our SUV for

another three hours until we approached the

residence of Angh Vingkang. Vingkang is

perhaps one of only two men in India today

who bears the symbolic tattoo of a tiger-man.

Vingkang stated he was over 100 years of age

(!), although he looked hardly over 80, and his

back was covered with circular tattoos

representing the fur coat of his animal familiar,

the indomitable tiger, that according to

mythology was born from the same primal

mother as man. In fact, man and tiger are

regarded as siblings and when some Naga kill

a tiger in the jungle they never say that; they

say they killed a “brother.” 

After a few hearty cups of zu and heaped

plates of ginger rice and stewed pork at

Vingkang’s house, we eventually made our

way to Chen Wetnyu, since I wanted to pay

my respects to the family of Angh Tolei who I

had so very much wanted to meet. As I stepped

into our truck, I began to think of all the many

other tattooed elders I was not able to meet

before they had passed into the afterlife and

how much traditional tattoo knowledge was

being lost worldwide before it could be

recorded. But then I recalled something I had

been told before: “Expect the unexpected

because life is never what it seems”.

The road from Loisho to Wetnyu is steep,

abrupt, circuitous, and simply dangerous.

Serious car sickness becomes a real possibility,

but chewing local betel nut activated with lime

is a great way to get through difficult moments

like these. However, on this bumpy ride, when

I spit out the blood-red residue it frequently

misses its mark and by the time we reach our

destination the back panel of our Landcruiser

is splattered with crimson liquid! 

At Chen Wetnyu, we spot a hand-painted sign for the “Angh’s Residence.”  As we enter this

immense house, huge wooden beams carved in relief with all sorts of jungle animals greet us, each

one painted in various shades of colour. It is early morning and a group of men and women are

gathered around the central hearth of the kitchen enjoying hot tea, biscuits, and their breakfast meal.

Through my translator, I make the necessary introductions and explain the purpose of my journey as

well as my regret at arriving too late to meet the venerable Tolei. To my surprise, the chief’s wife

looked up at me from her steaming cup of brew and called out, “Tolei, you have visitors here!” A

short man suddenly emerges from his bathroom to be confronted by several dumbfounded travellers

who, until that moment, had been certain that the Chief was dead! Overjoyed, we interview Tolei

and upon further questioning he reveals that his spirit-familiar was not, as I had read, a tiger. It was a

leopard. He also explained that, although other animals can act as someone’s familiar (for example

boars and wildcats), only tigers and leopards are associated with tattoos. 

Tiger-like Khiamniungan warriors

Near neighbours to the south of Chen territory,

the Khiamniungan Naga also had tattoo

traditions associated with tigers, but in a

different way. Warriors who successfully

brought back enemy heads were permitted to

have their chest tattooed with what writers

have variously described as “ostrich feathers”,

a “V-shaped” chest marking, “fertility

fountain”, or what the Khiamniungan call

“tiger chest”, in reference to the belief they

become “tiger-like” when killing their enemy.

After additional victories, tattoos of human

figures could also be added to the chest (as

they were among the Wancho, Lower Konyak,

Chang, and Burmese Naga groups). As more

kills were tallied, tattooed human figures also

came to adorn the arms, shoulders, calves, and

back. 

Meeting Lonshei

Back in 2007, when I travelled to the Burmese

border for the first time searching for fully

tattooed Khiamniungan warriors in Noklak

and Pangsha villages, I was fortunate to locate

just a small number of these men. Several

years later, I travelled to a different and more

remote valley searching for additional tattooed

“heroes”. Here, I managed to meet Lonshei, a

tattooed elder who was an incredible

repository of traditional knowledge. He

himself had killed two enemies in about 1960,

and two anthropomorphs tattooed on his legs

accounted for his victories. But I was curious

to learn about the geometric tattoos on his

arms, because I had not come across much

information about them in the old books that

I’d seen. Lonshei described a fascinating

phenomenon. His village sits at the border of

Khiamniungan Naga (east) and Yimchungru

Naga (west) territory, and if a man killed an

enemy from the villages to the west he was

tattooed on his right arm. If he killed an enemy

from villages to the east he was tattooed on the

left. Of course, if he killed men on either side

of his village, he was tattooed on both sides of

his body. The motif appearing at the top of the

arm represents the crossbow, a deadly weapon

that was utilized in combat by the

Khiamniungan, Chang, Tikhir, and

Yimchungru—the bolts were often poisoned.

Lonshei said that Khiamniungan warriors were

6.

7. 8.

9.
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Yimchungru and Tikhir tattoos

Meat taboos were also observed by the

Yimchungru. I met the last great warrior of

this tribe, a hero named Lakiumong who has

twenty kills to his credit! Lakiumong did not

receive any tattoos until after his tenth kill, at

which time he was over 35 years of age. His

ear ornaments and brass necklace also indicate

that he is a proven headhunter. The necklace

especially reinforces his status since the

circular elements symbolize that he “circled

the enemy like a tiger and killed it”.

The Meaning of the Naga Heads
Heads were believed to contain the spiritual essence of the deceased. For the Naga, they were

like containers of seed that, upon germination, could increase the fertility of the crops and of

the men and women in the village community. In order to activate this life-giving power,

village shamans performed rituals throughout the year to “please” the heads. These rituals

were closely linked to the agricultural cycle, especially the cultivation and harvesting of hill

rice, when the heads were ceremonially fed with rice cakes and given drinks of potent rice

wine (zu) to keep their favour close to the living. The skulls of decapitated enemies and even

revered ancestors were traditionally kept in men’s houses (morungs) or sacred banyan tree

groves that today can sometimes still be seen in remote Naga villages in the Indian states of

Nagaland and Arunachal Pradesh.

always tattooed by women (a custom followed

by most Naga groups) – young girls who were

not of the same clan. An older woman, referred

to as an “architect,” stencilled the designs on

the body, but she would not perform the actual

tattooing. If the architect was not paid, it was

believed she would go blind, and the tattoo

client paid whatever he could afford. Once the

tattoos were laid on the skin, the client was

compelled to restrict his diet for the next two

days, making sure he did not ingest meat,

curry, or fermented soybeans. Instead, only

plain rice was taken.

10.

11.

12.

13. 15.

14.
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The final leg of my Naga trip brought me to the Tikhir village of Shamatore. Here, only one man

wore the chest tattoo reserved for great warriors, but I did learn other interesting details about

other body markings. One man, Khungkiu, did not take enemy heads but he did sever the hands

and legs of at least one enemy. He also went to war with a crossbow, and for these reasons he was

tattooed with the crossbow symbol on his upper right arm. He told me that men of his tribe had to

take a head to receive the V-shaped chest design. However, brave men could also earn the right to

receive a chest tattoo if they had killed a tiger in hand-to-hand combat. In essence, a tiger was

equated to two human kills and, like men, was hunted with a crossbow.

Illustrations

1) Upper Konyak warrior Lanlang. His V-shaped 

chest tattoos represent the stripes of the tiger 

and demonstrate he has participated in hand-to-

hand combat.

2) Khiamniungan Naga warrior Khon with 

“tiger chest” tattoo. His collar tattoos relate to 

the way a tiger hunts its prey: circling, then 

moving in for the kill. Khon took five trophy 

heads during his prime.

3) Angh Vingkang, the tiger man of Chen Loisho. 

4) Chang Naga women owned tattoos to protect 

them from tigers. The most popular pattern was 

a lozenge hand-tapped on the forehead near the 

hairline. Chang women said they wore such a 

tattoo because it would frighten any tigers that 

crossed their path. Obviously the tactic worked, 

because there are no memories of tattooed 

women being attacked by tigers.

5) Map showing Naga territory in shaded area.

6) Tolei, the Angh of Chen Wetnyu.

7) Shuven, a Yimchungru warrior with three kills 

and upper arm tattoos of the crossbow, a 

favourite weapon.  

8) An old Upper Konyak carving depicting the 

association between severed heads and male virility. 

9) Chellia, a great Khiamniungan warrior of 

Noklak village who tallied eight human kills. 

His arm tattoos represent “the path of the tiger”. 

10) Lonshei, my Khiamniungan companion in the 

Patkoi.

11) A Phom Naga morung with intricate painted 

carvings depicting tattooed warriors and the 

animals revered by all Naga tribes: tiger, 

elephant, python and hornbill. 

12) Rice field sprouting in the Naga Hills. 

13) Tattooed Chen warrior Shri Wangpoh who has 

four successful human kills.

14) Interior view of Lonshei’s typical Naga kitchen. 

15) The great Yimchungru war hero Lakiumong. 

16) Angh’s house in a Wancho Naga village. 

17) Baptist church in the Naga Hills. 

18) Tombstone of a 145-year-old (!) Phom Naga 

warrior. His chest tattoo adorns the marker. 

19) Lars Krutak with the revered Upper Konyak 

warrior Lanlang of Longwa. 

Photographs 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,13,14,16,17,

18,20,22. © Lars Krutak

Photograph  12 © Jon Derksen

Changing times, changing meanings

With the arrival of Christianity in the early

1940s, Naga tattooing soon ceased across this

remote region of India. The era of inter-tribal

warfare was over, and male prowess and rites

of passage were no longer expressed with

indelible markings. Instead, new opportunities

for social achievement emerged through

education and forms of wage-labour as the

countryside slowly opened to the outside

world. More and more villagers migrated to

towns and cities in search of jobs and college

educations, further dislocating them from

ancient traditions like tattooing that formerly

were an integral part of their cultural and

spiritual identities.

Today, however, younger generations of Naga

still have a keen interest in tattooing, albeit not

in the tribal tattooing traditions of their

ancestors. Instead, Western-style tattoos –

barbed-wire armbands, Batman symbols and

other kitsch designs – have replaced the time-

worn patterns once associated with bravery

and Naga identity. The Naga men no longer

have tattoos linking them to their mythical

brother, the tiger – who is himself nowadays

nearly extinct in the Naga Hills of India.  

17.

18.

19.
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Interview: Travellin‘ Mick • Photos: Conspiracy Inc and Travellin’ Mick  

Uncle Allan, Denmark’s neo-traditionalist extraordinaire, has shut the

doors of his famous Copenhagen studio for the last time and moved to

Berlin with his wife Amelie and their dog Lucifer. His brand new

Conspiracy Inc studio in Berlin’s cool Schöneberg district is a dream come

true. With five floors, plenty of work space, living space and even a

library, it’s probably one of the most stylish tattoo shops on earth.

Naturally, we had to go there for a chat!
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So, Uncle Allan, what made you

leave cosy Copenhagen? 

When we originally started Conspiracy Inc,

we had Electric Pick and Eckel with us, but

Pick left us to go to Hong Kong and Eckel

went to Brighton last year. It was, like, the kids

have grown up and the parents can travel!

Copenhagen suddenly started to seem very

small. It’s a capital city, but it’s definitely cosy. I

got used to bigger stuff... and the grass is

always greener... you know how it is. Actually

I’ve always felt more at home and comfortable

in big cities like Tokyo. In fact Tokyo is my

favourite place, but I wouldn’t want us to live

there. I’d stop loving it if we were there all the

time.

And Berlin somehow entered the

frame? 

We wanted to leave Denmark, and suddenly

everybody kept telling us how awesome and

beautiful Berlin is. Our friend Sarah moved

there, and we started visiting... and we realised

Berlin is amazing!  

Can you tell us a bit more about

what makes it so special? 

Everything. The variety. Every neighbourhood

has its own style, just like in Tokyo. Wherever

you get off the train, it’s totally different. Berlin

is meant for us. In Summertime everybody

hangs out in the streets, relaxing, having a beer

with friends, but without getting trashed. And

that suits me. I don‘t want to get shit-faced; I

don’t have time for hangovers anymore. And

the tolerance. People like us get a curious

stare from time to time, but nobody would

dream of making a rude remark. Being strange

is kind of normal here. 
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And what about your... well I can’t really just call it a “shop”... it’s an

enormous project. It’s a studio, a museum, a gallery, a creative commune,

a theme park ride... it’s mind-blowing! The clients’ waiting room alone is

worth the trip. And you do know it’s the actual address where David

Bowie and Iggy Pop used to live in the 70s? 

Yes, but we only found out after we’d started renting it! It was an intimidating project to take

on, but it’s turned out good. There’s so much space. And I like the neighbourhood.

Schöneberg is apparently the new Kreuzberg – a mainly working class district, with lots of

artists. We have everything we need close by, and the Kleistpark U-Bahn station is right next

door, which makes is easy for our clients, who usually fly in from all around the world.  

So even in Denmark most of your customers weren’t actually Danish? I

guess it doesn’t really make much difference where you are based... 

Yes, and it’s much easier and cheaper for people to get to Berlin and find a place to stay. Even

the few customers who come to us from Copenhagen don‘t worry too much, because it

means they’ve got an excuse for making a trip here. Flights are so reasonable now, and there

are several good and affordable hotels right near the shop. 

How do you deal with the relatively low prices charged for tattooing in

Berlin? I know many artists would like to increase their prices to keep

pace with the city’s rapidly rising cost of living but feel they simply can’t.

I don‘t really know how much individual artists are charging here, so I’m just charging the

same prices that I’m used to. You have to stick to your guns and be true to yourself, and I

don‘t think my work is unreasonably expensive.  
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I guess the local artists would like it

much less if you were charging really

low prices and undercutting them –

and anyway, you have your own

customers and you don’t take any

business away from anyone. But has

the move to Berlin changed your

tattooing at all? 

Not that I notice, but there are always things

that change what you do. All the work we’ve

done in building the new shop has been quite

inspirational for me, and our new guys -

Matthew Gordon, and Wendy Pham from

Australia – are bringing in fresh ideas too.

They both do amazing work. 

And what about your new lifestyle?

You’ve been doing almost all the

renovations yourself, and going

shopping for those lovely interiors,

and you’re still tattooing at the same

time...

My time’s been split, half and half, between

tattooing and the renovations. I’ve been

painting walls, hanging lamps and so on, at

night – but that‘s changing now. 

Let’s talk about you. Why “Uncle

Allan”? 

[Laughs] Well I’m not even a real uncle. When

I was apprenticing, I was tattooing a friend’s

back, and after I’d finished he was too sore to

put his t-shirt back on by himself so he kept

saying, like a kid, “Uncle Allan, Uncle Allan, help

me...”. And somehow it stuck.

Looking back, was that

apprenticeship a good

experience? 

Well at the time it sucked, of course. All

the drawing, setting up and cleaning

stations, making needles... without getting

paid... But now I feel I should have done

even more. One needs to do the basics,

and all I wanted was to be a tattooist, so it

didn’t matter. You gotta respect your

teacher. In my case he emigrated, so me

and a colleague opened our own place,

“Tiki Lounge Tattoo”, in 2001 – even

though I didn’t really feel ready. 
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How did you avoid that common

trap of just trying to keep the

shop running, concentrating too

much on the business side and

neglecting the urge to get better? 

And realising that you can always learn...

that you must learn, in fact. I started

travelling, all over the world, but when we

went to Japan for the first time, something

clicked.  

Quite ironic that Uncle Allan, one

of the most famous exponents of

Western old school tattooing,

feels such an affinity with Japan.

You’re even getting a Japanese

style backpiece!  

True. I realised that I’m not very good at

doing Japanese tattoos, but I appreciate

them immensely. I like the look of them –

the aesthetics – and I feel that a Japanese

back is better for me than a traditional

Western one. Traditional looks good in

smaller patches, or maybe a chest. This is

the way it was always done, and there is a

reason for that. I mean, if you like things

super simple, and you want  traditional for

your back, that’s cool. Go for it. But

personally I think it feels a bit too easy,

just blowing up a small design over a

whole back. 
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How do you approach larger scale work then? 

I avoid the really flat look of very traditional pieces. I put in a

lot more detail. Modernise it. I am trying to create a

composition instead of just a solitary design. I enjoy using

elements of what I see in Japanese tattoos and applying them

to what I do.

And you were one of the originators of this “neo-

traditional” style. Do you think your work went

in this direction because of your Danish heritage?

The style was obviously born of the traditional

tattooing that came out of harbour cities like

Copenhagen. 

No – absolutely not. The opposite actually! When I started, it

was mainly tribal and Viking stuff that was popular in

Denmark. I had a bit of a graffiti background and I could paint,

in a cartoony way. There were those guys like Seen, Grime or

Paco Excel, who have a similar background, and they

developed new school tattoos. I liked that idea, so this is the

way I went. Nowadays it’s cool among the hipsters to get old

school stuff, but back then it was what grandpa had on his

arm and people made fun of it, like you can’t draw properly.

And what’s ironic is that my teacher was an old school guy

and he forced me to practice roses until I hated them.
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Yet roses are an Uncle Allan

trademark, so you obviously love

them now!  And there’s something

about your roses that makes them

so recognisable. Another

characteristic of your tattoos is

their clarity. They seem almost to

be illuminated from within. 

Mmmmm, maybe. I always try to create

depth, but it’s done subconsciously. I do use

a lot of heavy black in my work, and maybe

it’s the contrast that brings out the colours

so strongly. It’s a common mistake that

people make: they use colour pigments as

bright as possible but forget about the black

shading and the lines that let those colours

stand out from the skin. 

One thing I find almost amusing is

the way certain neo-traditional

motifs and designs become

fashionable for a while – until you

get really fed up with them. Think

owls, Victorian ladies with antlers,

gentlemen with top hats and

monocles, and now matrioshkas... I

have a hunch that you are some

sort of a trendsetter in this

department?

Ughh, yes... arghh... and no. I didn’t invent the

owl. Maybe I helped push it? I was working

with Eckel for a long time, and we often

inspired each other’s work. We did it, others

saw it, and things took their course. Actually

he gets copied so much, it’s ridiculous.

Which reminds me... Right now I have a new

idea. But I’m not gonna say what it is! As

soon as I come up with something, and I

mention it to anyone, it’s jinxed. Believe me,

the very next day I’ll see it somewhere on

the net. The collective mind of the tattoo

world works too well!

Yes, and then there is that delayed

reaction: You do a design, you like

it, you do a few similar pieces, then

you move on. However, those

pieces are now out there, people

see them, and clients start asking

for that design... but by the time

this happens you are already tired

of it, right?

Yep. That’s exactly how I feel about

hourglasses right now. So many people are

still asking for them. I know it’s a great

image, full of symbolism, and everybody has

the right to get an hourglass if they want

one... but after drawing literally about five

hundred of them, it becomes hard to find

new ways to do it.  

Why always hourglasses? Why not,

say, cuckoo clocks? 

I‘ve done one of those! And I want to do

more. People out there, can you hear me?

Here’s the new trend! 

Uncle Allan, tattoo trendsetter, my

heartfelt thanks for this interview. 

Now let’s go out and get trashed...

Uncle Allan 

Conspiracy Inc.  

Hauptstr. 155, 2. Hinterhaus

10827 Berlin

www.conspiracyinctattoo.blogspot.de/ 

www.wendyphamart.tumblr.com/ 

www.theartofmatthewgordon.tumblr.com
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dots

tamara lee, black garden tattoo

doug fawkes, flaming gun

marco galdo, traffficanti d’arte (italy)

lila way, true grit tattoos (canada)



manuel winkler, clockwork tattoos (italy)

andy bowler, monki do

deniz, tattoo village (germany)

karl, kreuzstich tattoo (germany)



aliz, private tattoo

demonic beauty

sean herman (usa)

todo, abt tattoo (usa)

mark ford, evil from the needle



leigh oldcorn, cosmic tattoo

alexandra wilkey, 

gypsy stable tattoo emporium

andy engel, andy’s tattoo (germany)

antony flemming, world of tattoos

mirek stotker, stotker tattoo



jason frieling, club tattoo (usa) mike stockings, legacy ink

dek kent, electric kicks tattoo

p’ink, trafficanti d’arte (italy)

marcin ptak, inkdependent

rose price, organic element



adriaan machete, machete ink gallery (germany)

pontus jonsson, alternative art (sweden)

sandra könig, tattoo village (germany)

kirk sheppard, 
rain city tattoo 
(canada)



emil pettersen, porky royale tattoo (sweden)

live2, tattooligans (greece)scripts

toni moore, broad street tattoo

danny brown, inksmiths

adam williams, electric lady tattoo



antony flemming, world of tattoos 
sasha aleksandar, orca sun tattoo

(croatia)

jed harwood, tattoo workshop

joey knuckles, private studio (usa)

jack thomas newton, into you

kirk sheppard, rain city tattoo (canada)

ricardo pedro, modern body art



clod the ripper, clod the ripper tattoo (italy)
canyon webb, off the map tattoo (usa)

joey ortega, triple crown tattoo (usa)

nick skunx, skunx tattoo

josh lindley, all or nothing tattoo (usa)

eye eye



roey pentagram, pentagram tattoo (israel)

richard barclay, michael rose visual art
clint said, ink drops tattoo (malta)

ollie tye, cosmic monsters incorporated



luk, totoototam (poland)

jack ribeiro, by jack (luxembourg)

mike stockings, legacy ink

mike devries, md tattoo (usa)



kirk silver, silver city tattoo (canada)
xoil, needles side (france)

p’ink, trafficanti d’arte (italy)



chris fox, depot town tattoo (usa)

andrey barkov, deviantart (russia)

enzo barbareschi, black dog tattoo

meow

canyon webb, off the map (usa)



john longstaff, black dog tattoo
deno, circus tattoo (spain)

paul tipping, o’ happy dagger

phil gibbs, stand proud tattoo

phil gibbs, stand proud tattoo

sean herman (usa)



pawel jankowzki, kynst tattoo (holland)

kiwi matt, slave to the needle (usa)

christian holdfast, turpentine tattoos

blades

rich wells, 

inspirations



joey knuckles, 

private studio

(usa)

stefano, frith street

bradley tompkins, 

swansea tattoo company

sneaky-mitch, inspirations

craigy lee, on the road



phil gibbs, stand proud tattoo

juan pardo, 

electric tattooing

(spain)
jan willem, 25 to life (holland)

porky pete, porky royale (sweden)

sean herman (usa)
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copenhagenink festival
A

lthough only in its third year, the Copenhagen Ink

Festival in the old Carlsberg Brewery is already

established as one of the main events on the European

scene. With around a hundred and fifty excellent artists, it’s

every bit as good as you would expect a convention to be in a

country with such a long and illustrious tattoo history as

Denmark.

The Copenhagen Ink Festival does seem to

have a certain something. Even those

tattooists who don’t make a habit of working

at conventions - local experts Henning

Jørgensen and Judd Ripley, for instance, or

Lasse Sjöroos from Finland, Bernd

Broghammer and Tommy Lee Wendtner –

leave their cosy studios for this one! For the

first time, this year’s event was not hosted by

its original creator, Alex (of local studio Rites

of Passage), but by his former business partner

Morten. This time round, Alex could simply sit

back and enjoy it. Any doubts or concerns

about how the ‘newcomer’ would handle the

huge task of organising the show soon

evaporated when people realised that, in the

best possible way, nothing had actually

changed very much. Alex, passionate and

dedicated as always, entertained his friends as

usual, but without the responsibilities that had

previously weighed heavily on his shoulders. 

The venue, near the city centre in the historic

Carlsberg District, is a truly outstanding piece

of architecture, reflecting the eccentric

character and artistic passions of the

Carlsberg Brewery’s legendary founder Carl

Jacobsen and his genial architect Vilhelm

Dahlerup. The convention is held in TAP1, one

of the old bottling halls. It was an inspiring

backdrop, and the fact that Copenhagen also

houses the oldest working tattoo studio in the

world, in Nyhavn, further added to this

location’s attraction. The visitors came in

droves, especially on the last day, and the

tattooing was of the very highest quality.

A pair of awesome MCs introduced the

entertainment programme, which included

The Enigma and SANAxxx, and held

everyone’s attention through the three days

and evenings of the convention. In order to

draw in the maximum number of people from

Denmark and beyond, the admission price had

been lowered considerably this year (by

around 25%), which brought in a much larger

audience and also had the effect of increasing

the purchasing power of everybody there,

making traders, tattooists and of course the

people running the bar even happier.

There was a stellar line-up of artists. Several

people even had the chance of getting a

surprise appointment with Shige who,

astonishingly, had come to the convention

without taking any advance bookings. The

tattoo master from Yellow Blaze in Yokohama,

Japan, attends only a very few selected

conventions per year, and the mere fact that

he was in Copenhagen caused a stir – never

mind the fact that you could walk up to his

booth with a chance of getting in the chair

almost immediately. Also creating a sensation

on the convention floor was Ami James, one of

the stars of the Miami Ink TV show. It seemed

as though the entire city was excited about his

presence, but the Israeli-born artist (who

recently opened a shop in London) did

manage to do quite a lot of tattooing in

between signing autographs and having his

picture taken! 

1.

2.

1. ami james studying shige

2. by roman abrego, 

artistic element (usa)
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As in past years, high calibre tattooists from
Sweden were particularly in evidence. The
artistic and technical excellence in this
country is well-known around the world, and
it was a true pleasure to watch masters like
Johan Finné, the Pedersen brothers, Jay Jay
Dallas, Johanna of Bluebird Tattoo, the Malmö
Classic Tattooing crew, comic expert Fru
Duva, or Ramon Mendoza of Outernational
Tattoo present their outstanding work.
Russian-born Nick Morte came over from
Norway, and it seemed that the small but
exceedingly fine Icelandic tattoo scene had
flown here almost in its entirety.

A curious feature of the Copenhagen Ink
Festival is the huge demand for hand, neck and
head tattoos. This is because in Denmark it is
illegal to tattoo these areas of public skin –
and many potential clients obviously like to
believe that this law does not apply to foreign
artists, or that it might be unknown to them...
and one can always try, right? Interestingly, one
artist who knowingly broke this law (on just
one very special occasion, and apparently
without serious legal consequences) was
Canadian-born Colin Dale, who tattooed a
traditional Nordic design on the finger of a
103 year old woman a few years ago.
Dedicated to historical research and authentic
tattooing methods, Colin tattoos by hand at
his Copenhagen studio Skin and Bone, using
techniques that have been known for
centuries, or even millennia. At the
convention, he worked next to his close friend
Kai Uwe Faust, who learned the tricks of the
trade in Germany, but perfected his
knowledge and Nordic tattooing skills in
Denmark at the legendary Kunsten på
Kroppen studio. 

More modern styles were of course in big
demand at the convention too, as could be
seen around the central aisles where German
star Randy Engelhard of Heaven of Colours
was tattooing close to his American friend
Roman Abrego. They were going head-to-head
in a friendly competition over the contest
trophies which were, as ever, outstandingly
beautiful. This year skilfully engraved animal
skulls could be won – and Roman, who usually
specialises in biomechanical art, swiped one on
Friday for a Randy Engelhard-style colour
portrait. In turn, Randy got the better of him
on Saturday, winning the coveted Best of Show
competition with an Asian-style piece. And,
yes, you did read it right: Best of Show
wrapped up the convention on Saturday.The
ever-hospitable organisers scheduled the
convention to run from Thursday to Saturday
and, somewhat unconventionally, reserved
Sunday for a lavish and exclusive artists’ after-
party. 

It goes without saying: whether you’re a tattoo
artist or a tattoo fan, fix this date in your
calendar as a must-visit convention in 2014!

3.

4. 5.
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6.

8.
9.

10.

11.

7.

3. by judd ripley, sailor’s grave 

(denmark)

4. by jay jay dallas, on the road

5. by alex, rites of passage (denmark)

6. by mikkel, good times tattoo 

(denmark)

7. by moe, spadetattoo (germany)

8-11.  by electric pick, hong kong 
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12. 13.

14. 15.

16.
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17. 18.

19. 20. 21.

12. by alex ‘horikitsune’ reinke
13. by peter lagergren, classic tattooing (sweden)
14. by jacob pedersen, crooked moon (sweden)
15. by danny, royal tattoo (denmark)
16. by mornel, tattoo artistico (denmark)
17. by tommy lee wendtner, monsters under your bed 

(germany)
18. by randy engelhard, heaven of colours (germany)
19. by chris 51, area 51 (usa) 
20. by elin lowen, hand & hjärt tatuering (sweden)
21. by nick morte, lucky 7 tattoo (norway) 
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22. 23. 24.

25.

26.

22.by peter, meatshop (denmark)

23.by colin dale, skin & bone 

(denmark)

24.by jacob pedersen, crooked moon 

(sweden) 

25.by zooki, bright side tattoo 

(denmark)

26.spectacular trophies as always!
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By Hot Rod Paul

Che explained that he and his wife Teresa, also

a tattoo artist, operate from a studio in an

ordinary house. It could be shut down at any

time by the police, which is not exactly

conducive to a stress-free working

environment. Even basic tattoo equipment –

inks, needles, machines – is extremely hard to

come by. Artists build their own machines,

make their own needles, and rely on visiting

friends to bring with them what they can.

Astonishingly, it’s illegal to possess an

autoclave (because government policy

restricts their use to hospitals and other

medical establishments) and if one was to be

found on your premises… well, you would

have a lot of explaining to do. When I asked

Che how they sterilise their equipment, he

told me that most artists use pressure

cookers! Hearing all this, I began to

understand what tattooists in Cuba have to go

through in order to pursue their art. It wasn’t

long before I’d decided to get together with

friends in the tattoo industry here in the UK

and try to do something to help our less

fortunate amigos on the other side of the

world.

I asked Perry if he would put a small item in

the news pages of Total Tattoo asking for

donations of any unwanted tattoo machines,

unused equipment, etc, that I could parcel up

and take with me to Cuba. And Jim, organiser

of the Scottish Convention, sent me a box full

of equipment, machines, power packs, spare

coils, ink and needles – so generous a

donation, in fact, that in the end I decided to

ditch most of my clothes (Cuba is hot in

January, after all) in favour of packing my

suitcase with as much of this precious tattoo

equipment as I could! I set off for the airport

with tattoo supplies accounting for 17kg of my

25kg baggage allowance... and just twelve

hours later arrived in Cuba, miraculously

getting through Cuban customs with no

questions asked... 

The following day I made my way in a 1956

Chevy Bel Air convertible taxi to the tattoo

studio to meet Che and Teresa. Big hugs all

round and a few glasses of rum later, we

started the interview with Che a bit the

worse for wear...

W
hen I first thought
about going to Cuba, I checked the
internet to see if I could locate some Cuban

tattoo studios... and discovered that tattooing is only
quasi-legal there. After a bit more delving, and some
e-mails aimed in the right direction, I made contact with
Che Alejandro, Cuba’s highest profile tattooist – who also
happens to be heavily involved in the skateboarding
scene. Che told me that although there are no legal
tattoo studios in Cuba, tattooing is tolerated and artists
are allowed to work if they are paid-up members of the
Asociación Hermanos Saiz, the state-run youth arts
organisation. Technically you can tattoo customers… but
you can’t charge for it. Cuba is still a communist country,
so things are not done for profit.

by ernesto

teresa and che
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I’ve heard that tattooists in Cuba are

classified as ‘state artists’ and as

such are paid by the government. Is

this true?

No. it’s not true. Tattooists in Cuba certainly

operate to high artistic standards, but we are

not seen as artists. In fact the government

sees us more as outcasts.

What exactly is the legal status of

tattooing here?

Tattooing is not legal, but it is also not illegal

because there are actually no laws or

regulations that apply to it. At the moment we

are in a bit of a grey area, so we are trying to

do more art shows and collaborate with

artists who work in other media (like oil

painting and drawing) so that we become

more integrated and accepted into the culture

and recognised as artists too. We exhibit

paintings of tattoo imagery.

Tell me more about how you get

hold of supplies and clean your

equipment.

I get supplies in the same way as all of my

friends do. We just pray – and when someone

gets a little ink or some needles we share

them out. I’m lucky because I make my own

needles. A friend from Argentina sends them

loose, in bunches, and I then make my liners

and shaders with them. I put them in a

pressure cooker and boil it to create steam,

then I keep them in a disinfected plastic

container so everything is clean and sterilised.

Because I control the whole process, I know

it’s done to the highest level possible.

What are the major problems you

face, tattooing in Cuba?

You can’t have a shop, or even put up a sign, so

it’s hard for people to find you. You can’t have

a shopfront, so you can’t show people what

tattooing is all about... It’s almost as if we must

hide from the police and hide from the

government. I feel we need to do lots of art

events – some of which are pretty stupid –

but the more exposure we can get, the more

we can become established and the less harm

the authorities are likely do to us and our

businesses. Being Cuban we are pretty much

fucked up. Tattooists outside Cuba can travel

and meet and learn from each other, and share

ideas and techniques, but in Cuba we are

stuck in a box with only the people we know

around us. We can’t travel anywhere. It’s too

expensive. There could be a really fantastic

artist who you could learn from – but because

we have no internet or other communication

we would never find each other. And because

tattooing is underground here, we don’t have

conventions like you have in England so we

have to work in isolation.

What would be the one thing that

would change tattooing in Cuba for

the better?

Open up the country – on every level. Let

people in. Let people out. Let people talk

about their trade, so we can buy supplies and

do our business and pay our taxes. People

could see what we do and ask questions, and

we could visit shows outside of Cuba – and

artists could come and visit Cuba. That doesn’t

happen right now.

Why did you choose to be a tattooist

if it is such a difficult career?

Growing up in a communist country, I’ve been

scared my whole life. I was beaten up by the

police, and persecuted and victimised for liking

rock ‘n’ roll and for being different, so

naturally tattooing attracted me. I know

outside of Cuba everybody has tattoos and

you have reality shows on television but here

it still makes you different and that’s why I

have tattoos and why I do tattoos.

How popular is tattooing in Cuba? Is

it acceptable to be tattooed?

Tattooing is now super popular. Even people

che’s studio

che working

by che
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inside the government have tattoos.

Everybody, including police officers, judges and

other figures of authority... everybody is

getting tattooed. Cuban people are ready for

change and their minds are open – even if the

country itself isn’t.

Which artists inspire you at the

moment?

Man! There are so many! I don’t know

anything about art outside of tattooing... and

there are so many great artists within tattooing

that I don’t have the time look outside of

tattooing. I try to find out about as many

tattooists all over the world as I can, but it’s

hard.

Is there a strong tattoo community

in Cuba?

Yes, there is a strong community because

Cubans are a very artistic and passionate

people. And with tattooing there is a chance

to make a little money, so people are starting

to get into it now. We organise small tattoo

conventions within our art shows, and we’ve

had maybe as many as twenty tattooists in one

place. 

What is the cost of a tattoo in Cuba,

compared to the average weekly

wage?

Tattoos in Cuba cost almost nothing! My best

work has been done for free. Sometimes

people come to me and give me some money

and say “What can I have for this?” They can

have anything – for me the money is not the

important thing.

Do you use stencils and flash to

create your tattoos?

I do use stencils, but not really any flash. It’s

hard to get hold of, so I draw everything

myself then make a stencil. Sometimes I

freehand in the backgrounds.

How do people find a tattooist? Is it

purely through word of mouth?

Yes, it is only through word of mouth! There is

no other way.  You can’t make too much noise

or you will get closed down. It’s not illegal, but

it’s not allowed. I hope in the future we can

open shops and have proper equipment to

work with – without having to pray for

someone like you to bring stuff to us. I would

love it if we could travel, and if others could

come to visit us and help us become better

artists.
by leo

by michel martinez guerrero 

by rolando

by jhanko

by jhanko
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After the interview, Teresa served rice pudding

made with cinnamon whilst Che worked. He

told me he’d arranged for tattoo artists from

all over Cuba to come to the house in a

couple of days’ time. He wanted them to meet

me, and he wanted me to help to him

distribute all the donated items I’d brought

with me. I realised that, instead of keeping all

the stuff for himself, true to his communist

beliefs he planned to share everything with his

fellow tattooists. I felt completely humbled

and thought about my own place in this world.

Two days later, another taxi ride – this time in

a 1947 Pontiac Streamliner – and I was back at

Che’s studio. This time there were fifteen or

twenty tattoo artists from all over Cuba (and

several of their friends) there to greet me.

Some spoke English, and some did not, but all

were smiling and desperate for information

about the tattoo scene. There is very little

internet access in Cuba, unless you are lucky

enough to be in one of the five star hotels, and

government controls mean that surfing for

information or artistic inspiration is

impossible. I talked with several of the artists

and they all wanted the same thing: freedom

of information and legality for their chosen

profession.

Che then invited the assembled artists into his

studio, and the equipment and supplies were

distributed. (He did also tell me that some

artists were not present as they knew they

would not get any freebies due to their drug

and drink problems; these issues are deeply

frowned upon in Cuba). Everyone was so

happy to get something to help them continue

their work. Some artists even said that the

coils and spares that I had brought meant they

could now start working again, as their old

machines were almost worn out. As for the

secondhand machines I’d brought with me –

Che decided they were to be prizes at a

tattoo convention he was organising in Havana

(alongside Brutal Fest, a heavy metal/thrash

music festival). Nothing was to be wasted.

After saying goodbye to Che and Teresa, I

shared a ride with several artists back to my

hotel, my brain trying to comprehend all that

had happened in the previous few hours.

These tattoo artists in Cuba struggle to work

in such unfavourable conditions, but somehow

they strive to improve their art. In spite of all

the obstacles that are placed in their way, their

passion for tattooing is huge and their spirit is

undiminished.

On the one occasion when I didn’t have my

camera to hand, I saw the defining image of

Cuba that will stay with me for ever. Picture

this: I was in a taxi, stuck in traffic, and coming

towards me – sitting on the back of a ‘57 Ford

Fairlane 500 convertible – was a bride in full

wedding dress and train, arms aloft, laughing

and waving to the crowds on her way to be

married! And you know something… I’m glad

I didn’t get to take that photograph. It

wouldn’t have done the moment justice. That

image really captured the spirit of the people

of Cuba – wild, uninhibited, and passionate.

Get over there! What are you waiting for?

by ernesto

by leo by leo

by jhanko

paul (front left) with the cuban artists
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the tattooextravaganzaportsmouth
As

the dust settles on the third Portsmouth Tattoo
Extravaganza, we can reflect on the weekend’s
events. What it may lack in physical size this show

more than makes up for in the quality of its artists, and it
continues to attract great tattooists from studios both near
and far. After last year’s huge success at the Pyramid Centre, a
futuristic glass and steel structure slap bang in the middle of
the sea front, it seemed only right that it should put down its
roots here. 

The fancy dress Welcome Party on the Friday night had a Hillbilly theme and was packed wall-to-
wall with dungarees and Billy Bob teeth. Unfortunately I missed out due to a few hours stuck on
the M25! Saturday started bright and early with pre-sale ticket holders through the door at
10.30am. Artists, stall-holders and traders occupied the main hall, with a few more traders in a
smaller room. In this venue you are catapulted straight into the action from the second you get
through the door, with over sixty artists occupying the nine rows of booths ahead of you. You can
stand and watch George Bone starting yet another beautiful freehand piece, next to the
legendary Lal Hardy, next to LA Ink star Dan Smith, sitting just along from The Family Business’
Andrea Furci who is next to Stefano C from Frith Street… and the talent goes on and on…
Portsmouth itself was well represented as always, with the likes of Emma Grech from Lady Luck,
Clive Bilham from Ink to Envy, and Aaron Willett from Unique Tattoo. Brendan Mudd had
travelled down from Kent with his new pal Tom ‘Jelly Tits’  Rosewell, who certainly seems to be
learning quickly from the old master.

The show rattled on at a fair old lick despite the torrential rain. Many stall-holders were
concerned about the lack of trade, even though numbers through the door were higher than
previous years. There was only one competition on Saturday, for Best Portrait, which was won by
Chris Lewis from Lewis Point Tattoo. In the evening’s jam-packed entertainment programme, the
crowd was treated to the delights of local Ska band Offbeat Offensive, solo artist Dave Barrett
and a burlesque show by Cherie Babe.

Sunday was sunny and boy, did that bring out the crowds. Within a few short hours, the traders
were happy again and all the artists were hard at work. This was reflected in the huge entry for
the competitions. With a massive list of categories there really was something for everyone. (And
right before the competitions began, there was just enough time for another fantastic band: The
FliKS. Fronted by four girls, they covered many Motown classics to perfection and were much
appreciated by the crowd.) One new studio that seemed to be making waves on the south coast
was Ian Ink. They must win the prize for taking home the most prizes! They were closely
followed by the team from Hammersmith Tattoo. And the annual ‘Dave Ayres Memorial Trophy’ –
presented each year to an artist who has made an outstanding contribution to tattooing – went
to the very deserving Kev Shercliff of Midlands Tattoo Centre. 

Words and Photos by Perry

1. george bone tattooing 

sonya from flamin’ eight

2. the dave ayres memorial trophy

3. francesca by paul lavey, doc black ink 

4. conner by danny stoner, poison ink

1. 2.

3.

4.
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With all the competitions completed it was time to turn our back on Pompey
and the gleaming Pyramid Centre and head home. These days, when a large show
is only ever a few weeks away, it’s good to see a medium-sized show that really
caters for the needs of its public. Here’s to next year!

5. ester by guen douglas, salon serpent (holland)
6. matt by tom rosewell, inkfish studios
7. glynn by darren stares, unique tattoo
8. mandy by brendan mudd, inkfish studios
9. luke by dan smith, high voltage tattoo (usa)
10. ryan by lil’ jon, tattoo magic
11. paul by geofferson longley, studio 59
12. dean by eugene rubul, ian ink
13. richard by bret fowler, hammersmith tattoo
14. dean by eugene rubul, ian ink
15. dave by ian, ian ink

5.

6. 7.

9.

8.
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10.

12.

13. 14.

15.

11.

WINNERS

Male Small

Paul by Janis Kinens, Hammersmith Tattoo

Female Small

Ian, Ian Ink

Male Large

Dave by Ian, Ian ink

Female Large

Justine by Eugene, Ian Ink

Oriental

Steffane by Leo Rios, Timebomb Tattoo 

Realistic

Mandy by Brendan Mudd, Inkfish Tattoo

Black & Grey

Paul by Janis Kinens, Hammersmith Tattoo

Tribal

David by Steve Hunter, Touch of Ink

Best Overseas

Brandon by Tony Ciavarro, Stinky Monkey

(USA)

Best of Show

Mandy by Brendan Mudd, Inkfish Tattoo
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Our showcase for paintings, drawings and design work by the most creative tattooists on the planet. 
This month Romain Triptik, S.N.A.T., France.
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to :
Private View, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL, UK
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Art is in Jak Connolly’s blood. His father
is an artist, and Jak spent much of his
youth and teenage years painting and

drawing, and also doing a bit of graffiti,
getting caught and running away. Art was just
something that he did, and then it was just
something that he didn’t. When he left school,
he put down his brushes, picked up a trowel
and started laying bricks for a living. And that
was the way it was for the next eight or nine
years.

Then he started to help out at True Colours in Poole, owned by a friend of his from school
who had got into tattooing. Jak began to draw again, producing designs for tattoos, but the
shop owner never wanted to train him up. He just wanted him to help front-of-house – and to
draw of course – and, strange as it might seem now, looking back, Jak was happy with that.

This is the point where two stories merge and one event changes everything. The owner of
True Colours disappeared off to America and never came back. One of the other artists
working at the studio stepped up to the plate and took over. That artist was Ben Hamill, and
True Colours changed its name to Inked. And the friendship that was forged between Ben and
Jak has seen both artists develop beyond anything either of them could have imagined.
Ben could see that, although Jak’s work was already of a very high standard, he was not yet
joining the dots. As Jak recalls, “He just said to me, ‘Come on, let’s do something with this’. I
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Interview 
James Sandercock
Pictures 
Jak Connolly

was getting tattooed way before I became a tattoo artist, so I
had a passion for the artwork – but it just didn’t quite click. It
took someone else to push me. I still didn’t really want to start
at first; I was nervous and a bit apprehensive. The first tattoo I
did on my own leg I was shaking like a dog having a shite.”

Ben showed Jak how to set up a machine and line, then pretty
much left him to it. “I had to figure out a lot of stuff on my own,
but I think that was a good way to do it. After all, I’d always
been there looking over Ben’s shoulder, watching and learning,
straight into the shop after a day’s building work, dirty boots
off at the door. But Ben basically threw me in at the deep end.”
It was sink or swim.

That link between the two artists has been hugely positive for
both of them. “We’re in competition with each other. It’s always
good natured, and we spur each other on. He will do a piece
and I’ll be like, I just want to cut your hands off, then I will try
and better him. There’s good banter between us and I think that
has helped us. It’s worked well. We just bounce. In fact the
whole studio works well together. It’s almost like a family, with
everybody sharing techniques and ideas. It’s so much fun to be
a part of.” 
For Jak there was only ever going to be one style. All his work
from an early age had been figurative. “Human anatomy and
the figure have always fascinated me. The human form is so
complex and fragile, so perfect in its own right. Especially the
female form – which is perfection in many men’s eyes, but
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man’s ruin as well of course.” The darkness that
we can see in Jak’s work today came a little
later. “I have obviously been inspired by many
other tattoo artists, but also by the old masters
Rembrandt and Caravaggio. I have books by
these artists and I keep them with me all the time
[he points to his bag]. They just constantly
inspire me. There is a certain atmosphere to
their work.”
Another theme that runs through both Ben and
Jak’s work is architecture, and the way they use
it to build backgrounds and give structure to
their images. Visits to conventions in various
European cities have provided them with much
inspiration. “We go to Budapest every year and
the buildings are just crazy out there. We once
spent a whole day in the cemetery just taking

pictures for reference. The place was mind
blowing.” Compiling a unique reference library
is incredibly important to Jak. “Everywhere I go I
am constantly looking for details that appeal to
me and adding them to my collection. You just
have to walk around in that kind of environment;
you may not think you have been inspired, but
you get back to the studio and start drawing a
design and then Bam! Where the hell did that
come from?”
Over the last twelve months there seems to have
been a shift in Jak’s work. I wondered if he was
conscious of this and whether it felt significant to
him. “As an artist I think you have to try to
progress all the time. I don’t want to be the ‘best’
tattooist or the ‘best’ artist. I think that’s the
wrong path to go down. I don’t think you can
get a ‘best of’ anything within art. You just can’t
measure it that way. As long as I can better
myself and keep focused on what I’m doing,
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that’s all that matters. I’ll always be my own biggest critic.” He recalls, “Someone once
looked at a piece of mine and there was no expression on their face, no emotion at all
– nothing. They just walked off. It was awful! But that was before I started to work in a
darker way. The work that I do now always gets some sort of reaction – which is
great, be it good or bad. As an artist you have got to be able to take criticism. It’s not
about trying to please everybody. That’s not what art is about.”
Painting is a big part of Jak’s life and his creative process. It’s something he’s been
doing far longer than he’s been tattooing and in many ways it was his first love. His
painting and his tattooing are now totally interlinked, one very much feeding off the
other. “They go hand-in-hand. My painting betters my tattooing and vice versa.
[===vice versa in italics===] I will do something with my oils and when I have it
working well I will try it when tattooing. It’s always trial and error, but it does pay off.
When I started to tattoo it was all about black and grey and learning my values, but
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when I moved on to colour I hit my painting quite hard. If I hadn’t painted, I don’t
think my colour work would be the standard it is. It’s also good to have another
medium to work in. I always have one canvas that is just a mess, full of test pieces.
You can’t do that on somebody’s skin!”

Recently Jak has also started to make more use of Photoshop, which has freed up
some of his time and also enables him to work more closely with his clients on their
tattoo designs. I was interested to know how it all worked. “In the morning the
customer will come in and we will begin working through the ideas for their tattoo,
then put everything into Photoshop and start bringing it all together. So the customer
has a massive input into what we are doing. At the end of the day it’s going on them
for life, so they need to be one hundred percent happy with the design. I’ll even
sometimes take a picture of the customer and superimpose the tattoo design onto them
– so they can see what it will look like on their skin. Of course as you tattoo you see
different things and you end up putting your own twist on it, but that’s all part of the
creative process.”

Between Jak’s tattooing and painting and
his other great love, his family, there seems
to be little time for anything else – but that’s
just the way he likes it and he is contented
with the balance he has achieved. An
exhibition of his paintings is something we
could well see in the future (if he stays
happy with any of them for longer than five
minutes...). Guest spots and travelling are
high on the agenda too, and of course his
recent initiation into the Sullen family could
have some interesting future possibilities.
One thing’s for sure: constant movement in
a forward direction is what makes Jak tick.
Refreshingly ego-free, he’s always on the
lookout for inspiration and ways to
improve. As he says, “Even if you’ve only
been doing it for ten minutes, if you know
how to do it better than I do then please tell
me!”

www.ink-studios.com
www.facebook.com/jak.connolly.1
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To find your nearest stockist, simply e-mail your

postcode to vickyb@warnersgroup.co.uk and we’ll let

you know who sells it in your area.

Alternatively you can subscribe and save money on the

cover price. Call free to our subscription hotline on

0800 917 8794 or visit our website at

www.totaltattoo.co.uk to find out how.

If you have a tattoo studio you can sell Total Tattoo

magazine on a sale or return basis. If you would like to

find our more about this unique service, simply e-mail

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk and we will send you the

details.
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What makes you happy?

Tattooing, painting, Sandra, my family and friends. Music, crime novels,

the coast, countryside, old man pubs – oh, and Phil Collins.  

What makes you angry?

Closed-minded, ignorant and rude people. Reality tv shows. But it takes

quite a lot to make me angry really – I'm pretty easy going. 

What was the last book you read?

The Prophet by Ethan Cross. Awesome book. Would recommend it to

anyone.  

What was the last movie you saw?

A drunken night recently ended with me and some friends watching

Human Traffic and drinking bucks fizz. Good times.  

What pets do you have?

Rod (a chinchilla) at the moment. Hopefully a dog in the near future.  

What would you eat for your last meal on earth?

Pizza and a side of pulled pork, with a dandelion and burdock.  

If you won the lottery what is the first thing you would

buy?

Probably some more tattoo machines. And a VW split screen panel van.

Who would play you in the movie of your life?

Hopefully it would be Ralph Fiennes or Bill Nighy, but it's more likely to

be Nicolas Cage. He's the only person who would take on a script that

bad.   

What song would be the soundtrack to your life?

Not For Want Of Trying by Maybeshewill. All of their songs would make

great film soundtracks.  

What would your super power be?

When I was young I always thought it would be great to draw things

and have them come to life, like in Penny Crayon. To this day I still think

that would be pretty cool.  

What achievement are you most proud of?

The fact that I've managed to make tattooing my career. I know I'm very

lucky to get to do something I love every day, but I've worked hard and

paid my dues to get there.  

What is your biggest regret?

I don't really have any. Life’s too short.  

What keeps you awake at night?

Too much coffee would be a fair guess. That's probably a good thing

though, because it’s when I do most of my drawing.

What is the best lesson life has taught you?

Be careful with pizza. If it's too hot it will destroy the roof of your

mouth.  

How would you like to be remembered?

As a friendly and honest guy.  

What is your favourite tattoo that you have done and

why?

A horseshoe I did on Jody (who I work with). Honoured to tattoo a

piece on her that meant so much.  

Finish this sentence: 

Jamie is…

shy and awkward and doesn't change when he's drunk. 

mugshot
We ask tattooists some probing questions and encourage 

them to reveal a different side of themselves!  

This month

Jamie Greaves
Real Art Tattoo
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